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We demonstrate control of the collapse and expansion of an 88Sr Bose-Einstein condensate using an

optical Feshbach resonance near the 1S0-
3P1 intercombination transition at 689 nm. Significant changes in

dynamics are caused by modifications of scattering length by up to �10abg, where the background

scattering length of 88Sr is abg ¼ �2a0 (1a0 ¼ 0:053 nm). Changes in scattering length are monitored

through changes in the size of the condensate after a time-of-flight measurement. Because the background

scattering length is close to zero, blue detuning of the optical Feshbach resonance laser with respect to a

photoassociative resonance leads to increased interaction energy and a faster condensate expansion,

whereas red detuning triggers a collapse of the condensate. The results are modeled with the time-

dependent nonlinear Gross-Pitaevskii equation.
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The ability to tune interactions in ultracold atomic
gases makes these systems ideal for exploring many-
body physics [1] and has enabled some of the most
important recent advances in atomic physics, such as
investigation of the Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC)-
Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer crossover regime [1] and cre-
ation of quantum degenerate molecules [2,3]. Magnetic
Feshbach resonances [4], which are the standard tool
for changing atomic interactions, have proven incredibly
powerful, but they are also limited because the methods
for creating magnetic fields preclude high-frequency
spatial and temporal modulation. Also, in atoms with
nondegenerate ground states, such as alkaline-earth-metal
atoms, magnetic Feshbach resonances do not exist.

These limitations can be overcome by using an optical
Feshbach resonance (OFR), which tunes interatomic inter-
actions by coupling a colliding atom pair to a bound
molecular level of an excited state potential with a laser
tuned near a photoassociative resonance [5]. Optical
Feshbach resonances may open new avenues of research
in nonlinear matter waves [6–8] and quantum fluids [9–11]
and could be very valuable for experiments with fermionic
alkaline-earth atoms [12,13] in lattices [14], which possess
SU(N) symmetry with large N and have attracted great
attention lately because of novel thermodynamics [15–17]
and predictions of frustrated magnetism and topological
ground states [18–21]. Here, we present the control of
collapse and expansion of an 88Sr BEC with an OFR
near the 1S0-

3P1 intercombination transition at 689 nm.

Early experiments on OFRs [22–24] used strong dipole-
allowed transitions in alkali-metal atoms to alter atomic
collision properties, but substantial change in the atom-
atom scattering length was accompanied by rapid atom
losses. Tuning of interactions in alkali-metal atoms, but
with smaller atom loss, was recently obtained with a
magnetic Feshbach resonance using an ac Stark shift of
the closed channel to modify the position of the resonance

[25,26]. Recently, a multiple-laser optical method was
proposed for wider modulation of the interaction strength
near a magnetic Feshbach resonance [27]. Unfortunately,
none of these hybrid variations are feasible for atoms
lacking magnetic Feshbach resonances.
Ciurylo et al. [28,29] predicted that an OFR induced by

a laser tuned near a weakly allowed transition should tune
the scattering length with significantly less induced losses.
This can be done with divalent atoms, such as strontium
and ytterbium, by exciting near an intercombination tran-
sition from the singlet ground state to a metastable triplet
level. The improved OFR properties result from the long
lifetime of the excited molecular state and relatively large
overlap integral between excited molecular and ground
collisional wave functions. Intercombination-transition
OFRs have been used to modify the photoassociation
(PA) spectrum in a thermal gas of Yb [30], modulate the
mean field energy in a Yb BEC in an OFR-laser standing
wave [31], and modify thermalization and loss rates in a
thermal gas of 88Sr [32]. In the OFR work with an Yb BEC
[31], small detunings from a molecular resonance were
used (j�j< 10�mol, where �mol is the natural decay rate
of the excited molecular level), which led to short sample
lifetimes on the order of microseconds. Longer exposure
times and detunings j�j< 50�mol were used in thermal Sr
gases [32], but at much lower atomic density than typically
found in a degenerate sample.
There is great interest in intercombination-line OFRs at

much larger detuning in quantum degenerate gases of
divalent atoms [12,33–35], with the goal of modifying
the scattering length and still maintaining sample lifetimes
on the order of dynamical time scales of quantum fluids
[10,11]. Here we use an OFR to control collapse and
expansion of an 88Sr condensate during time-of-flight mea-
surements. 88Sr has an s-wave background scattering
length of abg ¼ �2a0 [36,37], which allows convenient

modification of the scattering length to either positive or
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more negative values. A large relative change in scattering
length aopt=abg ¼ �10 is demonstrated, with the loss

rate constant Kin � 10�12 cm3=s comparable to that of
Ref. [26]. We explore j�j values as large as 667�mol

and obtain sample lifetimes of milliseconds during the
application of the OFR beam.

According to the isolated resonance model [28,29], a
laser of wavelength � detuned by � from a photoassocia-
tive transition to an excited molecular state jnimodifies the
atomic scattering length according to a ¼ abg þ aopt and

induces two-body inelastic collisional losses described by
the loss rate constant Kin, where

aopt ¼
‘opt�mol�

�2þð��molÞ2
4

; Kin ¼ 2�@

�

‘opt��
2
mol

�2þð��molþ�stimÞ2
4

: (1)

Kin is defined such that it contributes to the evolution of
density n as _n ¼ �Kinn

2 for a BEC. The optical length
‘opt, which characterizes the strength of the OFR, is

defined as

‘opt ¼ �3jhnj"rij2I
16�ckr

; (2)

where c is the speed of light, I is the intensity of the OFR
beam, and kr is the wave number for colliding atoms, given

by kr ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

21=8
p

=ð2RTFÞ for a BEC with Thomas-Fermi
radius RTF, and kr ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2�"r
p

=@ for a thermal gas, where
� ¼ m=2 is the reduced mass for the atomic mass m, "r is
the kinetic energy of the colliding atom pair, and @ is the
reduced Planck constant. The Franck-Condon factor per
unit energy for the free-bound PA transition is jhnj"rij2.
Because jhnj"rij2 � kr in the ultracold regime [38], follow-
ing the Wigner threshold law, ‘opt is independent of the

collision energy. �mol ¼ 2�� 15 kHz is the natural
linewidth of the excited molecular level, and �stim ¼
2kr‘opt�mol is the laser-stimulated linewidth. The parame-

ter �> 1 accounts for enhanced molecular losses, as
observed in previous OFR experiments [23,32].

As shown through coupled channels calculations [32],
the isolated-resonance-model expressions [Eq. (1)] break
down at large detunings from photoassociative resonance.
The induced scattering length aopt crosses zero between

resonances. Outside approximately 100 linewidths from
photoassociative resonance, the two-body loss is expected
to make a transition to a broad background value that varies
as 1=�2, where � is 2� times the detuning from atomic
resonance [32]. A rigorous theoretical description for loss
in this regime is lacking, but the underlying mechanism is
collisions involving a ground-state atom and an atom ex-
cited in the wings of the atomic line. In the regime where
molecular levels are unresolved, such as in light-assisted
collisions in a magneto-optical trap, this loss is often
described with the classical Gallagher-Pritchard model
[39]. In a coupled channels description, the background
loss rate is sensitive to a cutoff atom-atom distance inside

of which radiative loss is turned on, which is introduced as
an ad hoc parameter [40]. Our measurements could pro-
vide some experimental input to determine this cutoff
distance. We find the isolated-resonance-model expres-
sions [Eq. (1)] useful for describing our measurements
with the modification that the total loss rate constant is
given by Ktotal ¼ Kin þ Kb, where the background loss
is described phenomenologically in our regime as Kb ¼
K0½�mol=ð2�Þ�2.
To probe the change in scattering length and loss, we

monitor expansion of an 88Sr BEC after release from the
optical dipole trap (ODT) with time-of-flight absorption
imaging using the 1S0-

1P1 transition. Details of the for-

mation of an 88Sr BEC are given in Ref. [35]. We create
condensates with about 7000 atoms, size �0 ¼ 0:8 �m,
and peak density n0 ¼ 1� 1015 cm�3. About 10% of the
trapped atoms are in the condensate, and this represents
about 95% of the critical number for collapse with the
background scattering length of 88Sr for our ODT, which
is close to spherically symmetric with the geometric mean
of the trap oscillation frequency �w ¼ 2�� ð60� 5Þ Hz
[41]. The 689 nm OFR laser beam is tuned near the photo-
associative transition to the second least bound vibrational
level on the 1S0 þ 3P1 molecular potential, which has the

binding energy of h� 24 MHz [42].
The OFR laser, with a beam waist of 725 �m, is applied

to the condensate 20 �s before extinguishing the ODTand
left on for a variable time � during expansion. The expo-
sure time in the ODT is short enough that the initial density
distribution of the condensate reflects the ODT potential
and the background scattering length, whereas the expan-
sion dynamics is sensitive to the interaction energy deter-
mined by a ¼ abg þ aopt.

Figure 1 shows one-dimensional slices through absorp-
tion images of atoms after a 35 ms time of flight with and
without application of the OFR laser. Absorption images
measure the areal density, which is fit with a bimodal
function including a Bose distribution for the thermal
atoms and a narrow Gaussian density distribution for the

FIG. 1 (color online). Line profiles through absorption images
showing OFR-induced variation of BEC expansion. Data corre-
spond to no OFR laser and an OFR laser blue and red detuned by
0.5 MHz with respect to the �24 MHz PA line [42] applied for
� ¼ 1:2 ms. Expansion times are 35 ms. Fits are a Bose distri-
bution for the thermal atoms (dashed line) and a Gaussian
density distribution for the BEC.
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BEC, nðrÞ ¼ N0=ð2��2Þ expf�½r2=ð2�2Þ�g, to determine
the number of atoms in the BEC N0 and BEC size �.
(Quoted sizes reflect correction for imaging system reso-
lution, which is modeled by a point spread function
LðrÞ ¼ 1=ð2�s2Þ expf�½r2=ð2s2Þ�g with s ¼ 5� 1 �m.)
The condensate size after a long time of flight is a good
probe of interactions because of the sensitivity to the initial
interaction energy.

To obtain a qualitative understanding of the data, one
can calculate the total energy immediately after the trap is
extinguished using the condensate energy functional
[43,44] assuming a Gaussian density for the BEC in the
ODTwith initial size �0. When atom losses are negligible,
this energy can be equated to the total kinetic energy when
the condensate has expanded to a low density to give

N0

3

2
m�2

v ¼ N0

3

8

@
2

m�2
0

þ N2
0

g

2ð4�Þ3=2�3
0

: (3)

The first and second terms on the right-hand side are the
kinetic energy and interaction energy in the trap before
release, respectively, for g ¼ 4�@2a=m. The rms velocity
is given by �v, which can be related to the BEC size after a
long expansion time t through � ¼ �vt. A blue OFR laser
detuning near the �24 MHz PA line [42] increases a,
leading to more interaction energy and larger expansion
velocity and BEC size. Red detuning produces the opposite
behavior. When the the total energy becomes negative, this
simple explanation breaks down, and one observes con-
densate collapse and significant loss of condensate atoms.

In Fig. 2, we study the variation of the BEC size and
number with the exposure time � for several blue detunings
of the OFR laser. We observe that several ms is required for
full conversion of the interaction energy into kinetic en-
ergy, with larger detuning and smaller optically induced
scattering length requiring longer � times. We can estimate
the time scale for conversion with a hydrodynamic descrip-
tion of the condensate dynamics [44]. The acceleration of
atoms during expansion arises from the interaction pres-
sure P ¼ gnðrÞ2=2, and a characteristic acceleration ~a can
be approximated frommnðrÞ~a � �rP � �nðrÞr½gnðrÞ�.
This yields ~a ¼ �r½gnðrÞ�=m� gn0=m�0. In the large

N0a=aho limit with aho ¼ ½@=ðm �wÞ�1=2, one can neglect the
kinetic-energy term in Eq. (3) to find the characteristic final

velocity given by the conservation of energy, vf � �v �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

gn0=m
p

. This implies a conversion time scale vf=~a�
�0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

m=ðgn0Þ
p

of 1 ms for aopt of 10a0, which roughly

matches observations. Losses from single-atom light scat-
tering preclude leaving the OFR beam on during the entire
expansion time, and knowledge of the time required for
close to full conversion is helpful for interpreting the
results of experiments in which we apply the OFR laser
for a fixed interaction time and vary the detuning, which
will be discussed below.

To quantitatively analyze the variation of size and
atom number versus interaction time and extract OFR

parameters, it is necessary to treat dynamics and atom
loss with the time-dependent nonlinear Gross-Pitaevskii
equation, including the effects of aopt, Ktotal, and single-

atom light scattering and neglecting effects of thermal
atoms. The fit parameters are ‘opt=I, �, and K0. The rate

of atomic light scattering varies from 12 to 17 s�1 and is
included in the simulation assuming every scattering event
results in the loss of one atom.
The fits are shown in Fig. 2. The data at largest detuning

from photoassociative resonance strongly determine the
background loss because loss from the OFR is small
there. The fit optical length is ‘opt=I ¼ ð2:2� 1:0Þ �
104a0=ðW=cm2Þ, and the fit parameter K0 ¼ ð5:8�
1:3Þ � 10�7 cm3=s. Loss from the OFR is described by
‘opt and � ¼ 19:5þ8

�3, and there is strong anticorrelation

between ‘opt and �. The uncertainty is dominated by

systematic uncertainty in the trap oscillation frequency
and imaging resolution. These results are in good
agreement with the measured value ‘opt=I ¼ 1:58�
104a0=ðW=cm2Þ and disagree slightly with ‘opt=I ¼
8:3� 103a0=ðW=cm2Þ calculated directly from knowl-
edge of the molecular potentials [32].
Experiments with a thermal strontium gas [32] found

larger losses associated with an OFR than described by
theory, which was described by � ¼ 2:7. These measure-
ments probed the core of the photoassociative transition
(j�j< 50�mol). The additional loss is not well understood.
We see a similar resonance width in a BEC when we
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) BEC size after 35 ms of expansion
versus the exposure time of the OFR laser with the intensity of
0:057 W=cm2 and three different detunings from the �24 MHz
PA line. (b) Number of condensate atoms versus exposure time.
Curves calculated by the Gross-Pitaevskii equation correspond
to a combined fit of the data, yielding � ¼ 19:5, ‘opt=I ¼ 2:2�
104a0=ðW=cm2Þ, and K0 ¼ 5:8� 10�7 cm3=s. Error bars
represent the standard deviation of the mean from multiple
measurements.
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significantly reduce the laser intensity and interaction time
and take a photoassociative loss spectrum of this core
region. Our use of the OFR probes the distant wings
(50�mol <�< 667�mol), and a fit of the loss using the
single resonance model requires an even larger value of �.
We interpret the varying � values as meaning that the full
spectrum of photoassociative loss, including the far wings,
is not well described by a Lorentzian.

The dependence of the BEC size and number on detuning
from the �24 MHz PA line is shown in Fig. 3 for a fixed
intensity and interaction time � ¼ 4 ms. The fit parameters
from Fig. 2 describe the data well over this range. Note that
the number of atoms initially increases with blue detuning
from PA resonance as the loss from the OFR (Kin)
decreases. The number then slowly decreases because the
background loss (Kb) increases, approaching atomic reso-
nance. The BEC size data predicted by Eq. (3), which
neglects atom loss and assumes that theOFR laser is applied
long enough to fully convert interaction energy into kinetic
energy, is also shown in Fig. 3(a). The difference between
this curve and the data highlights that atom loss is signifi-
cant during the conversion process at smaller detunings, and
the Gross-Pitaevskii equation simulation is required to
describe the data. A typical total scattering length [Fig. 3(a)
inset] is a ¼ 20a0 for � ¼ 2�� 1 MHz ’ 67�mol.

For red detuning, the OFR laser makes the scattering
length more negative and triggers a collapse of the con-
densate, which is evident as a large loss in the plot of
condensate number remaining after expansion [Fig. 3(b)].
The dramatic asymmetry of loss with respect to detuning

from resonance shows that the loss must reflect condensate
dynamics [45–47], not photoassociative loss directly
caused by the OFR laser. The Gross-Pitaevskii equation
provides a good description of the BEC number data for
red detuning despite the fact that the collapse dynamics
may contain beyond-mean-field effects [48] not taken into
account in the Gross-Pitaevskii formalism.
A variational calculation of the condensate energy func-

tional as a function of condensate size [43,44] for the
parameters of Fig. 3 predicts that the condensate expands
initially after the trap is extinguished if a >�3:8� 0:2a0.
For more negative a (� 10� 3 MHz<�=2�< 0 MHz),
there is no repulsive energy barrier on the effective potential
for the system and collapse results. Numerical simulation of
the Gross-Pitaevskii equation supports this interpretation.
Simulations show that collapse can be very nonuniform, as
predicted in Ref. [45], with significant density increase only
near the condensate center for a only moderately more
negative than the threshold.
In summary, we have demonstrated control of collapse

and expansion of an 88Sr BEC using an intercombination-
transition OFR. At large detuning from PA resonance
(& 667�mol), we obtain sample lifetimes on the order of
1 ms while changing the scattering length by 10’s of a0.
While this is a moderate change compared to the mean

scattering length [49] for Sr, �a ¼ ½4�=�ð1=4Þ2�ð1=2Þ�
ð2�C6=@

2Þ1=4 ¼ 75:06a0, it is an extremely large relative
change for 88Sr (aopt=abg ¼ �10) because of the small abg.

The OFR can thus drastically change the dynamics. Here,
�ðxÞ is the gamma function, and C6 ¼ 3170 a:u: is the van
derWaals coefficient for the interaction between twoground-
state Sr atoms [50] in atomic units.
Our work probes collisions of atoms in a light field in a

previously unexplored region of large detuning from pho-
toassociative resonance. The isolated resonance model
[28,29] provides a good description of the optically in-
duced scattering length [Eq. (1)] out to a detuning of j�j ’
667�mol for this photoassociative transition. This is not
surprising because the detuning from the PA resonance is
still much less than the spacing between excited molecular
states. A coupled channels numerical calculation [32]
shows the breakdown of the isolated resonance approxi-
mation and absence of a significant OFR effect at compa-
rable detuning from two PA lines. The isolated resonance
model is valid over a much smaller range for describing the
loss induced by the OFR laser because of the background
loss and the enhanced loss parametrized by a large value of
� in the far wings of the line.
The original peak density of the condensate is extremely

high in our experiment because of the attractive interactions.
Increased lifetime or larger OFR effect should be obtain-
able for densities commensurate with single-site loading of
an optical lattice. Improvements could also be made by
working at larger detuning from PA resonance and larger
laser intensities. Working with a more deeply bound
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FIG. 3 (color online). The BEC size (a) and number (b) versus
the detuning with respect to the �24 MHz PA resonance for an
intensity of 0:057 W=cm2. The OFR beam is applied for 4.0 ms,
and the data are recorded after 35 ms of expansion. The insets
give the total scattering length a and the loss rate constants.
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excited molecular state such as the PA line at �1:08 GHz
[42] may offer advantages in this direction, such as greater
suppression of atomic light scattering and reduced back-
ground two-body loss. This holds promise to bring many
possible experiments involving optical Feshbach reso-
nances and quantum fluids into reach.
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